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A single control volume, Iwatsubo based bulk flow method for the calculation of these
coefficients is developed and implemented. The method herein uses a unique iterative
technique to first identify the mass flow rate based on pressure drops across the individual
teeth, which is then used in the governing sets of continuity and momentum equations. The
method is applicable to different teeth geometries and arrangements. A parametric analysis
of the effect of mass flow rate on rotor dynamic coefficients is performed and suggests that a
small variation in mass flow rate does not significantly detract from the accuracy of the
predicted dynamic coefficients; the mass flow rate calculation implemented in this paper is
sufficiently accurate. Furthermore, the inclusion of some tangential momentum parameters
has been previously proposed to improve the accuracy of the Iwatsubo method. However,
from the current analysis the inclusion of such parameters is also shown to have little effect
on the rotor dynamic coefficients and does not lead to improved correlation with
experimental data. Comparisons to experimental data suggest that the method herein is
reasonable for use as a design tool to predict the trends and actual values of cross-coupled
stiffness, the most important seal parameter in rotor dynamic analyses. The method is also
shown to be useful in predicting the order of magnitude of principal stiffness and damping
coefficients.
Keywords." Seals, Labyrinth seals, Rotor dynamics

INTRODUCTION

straight-through, staggered, stepped, interference,
and combined seals. A straight-through labyrinth
seal is shown in Fig. 1.
Nonuniform circumferential pressure distributions within the labyrinth chambers can exert
forces on the rotating shaft. As with hydrodynamic journal bearings as reviewed by Flack and

Labyrinth seals, which are typically used in
centrifugal compressors, accelerate and decelerate
a compressible fluid through a tortuous path to
dissipate energy and reduce the amount of leakage
flow. Common types of labyrinth seals include

* This paper was originally presented at ISROMAC-7.
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FIGURE

Straight-through labyrihth seal.

Kostrzewsky (1993), such forces can cause a rotor
to become unstable. In an effort to include the fluid
induced forces in rotordynamic analyses, many
researchers have sought rotordynamic coefficients
for labyrinth seals.
The accurate prediction of these rotordynamic
coefficients for labyrinth seals is the subject of this
paper. Straight-through teeth-on-stator and teethon-rotor seals as well as interlocking seals will be
investigated. Because the cross-coupled stiffness is
the more significant parameter used in rotordynamic analyses, particular attention is paid to this
potentially destabilizing stiffness coefficient.
While accurate calculation of the leakage flow is
important in the prediction of rotordynamic
coefficients, primary importance will be placed
here on prior investigations concerning dynamic
coefficients rather than leakage flow. The idea that
a labyrinth seal could exert a destabilizing force on
a rotor was first promulgated by Alford (1965),
who used a simple one-dimensional model which
neglected the circumferential flow in the labyrinths.
Destabilizing forces were predicted only if the
labyrinths converge.
The current work can be classified into three
categories: (1) single control volume analyses; (2)
multi-control volume analyses; and (3) computational fluid dynamic analyses. Single control volume
analyses, while varying somewhat from each other,
all have the underlying simplification that the flow is
separated into two parts: a leakage flow (jet flow),
and a circumferential flow (core flow). The control
volume is the labyrinth chamber which includes the
area of intersection between the leakage flow and the
circumferential flow as shown in Fig. 2.
Jenny (1980) used a 3-D computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) model to construct a simple single
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FIGURE 2 2-D view cavity control volume.

control volume model with the three-dimensional
flow in the circumferential direction replaced with
a single core flow of mean circumferential velocity.
The most important feature of this analysis is the
introduction of a tangential momentum coefficient
which describes the amount of circumferential
momentum imparted to a chamber from the
leakage flow.
Iwatsubo (1980) included the time dependency
of area change due to a change in rotor position.
The resulting equations were linearized and solved
by a finite difference approach and, later by
Iwatsubo et al. (1982), by an analytical separation of variables approach from which stiffness
and damping coefficients were calculated. Childs
and Scharrer (1986a) extended Iwatsubo’s
analysis by including the variation of area in the
circumferential direction due to eccentricity.
This analysis employs a different solution format
for the resulting equations utilizing a "reduced
circumferential momentum" equation. Kanki and
Morii (1986)employed Iwatsubo’s method but
included the tangential momentum coefficient
introduced by Jenny (1980) and also introduced a
dynamic-state tangential momentum parameter of
his own.

Wyssmann et al. (1984) introduced the first
two control volume approach. Wyssmann et al.
accounted for the shear stresses between the core
flow and the jet flow by using two control volumes
for the circumferential flow. One control volume
was used for the bulk of the labyrinth chamber
and one was used in the area of the leakage flow.
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Scharrer (1988) extended the theory of Childs and
Scharrer (1986a) by using the same two control
volumes as Wyssmann but including the recirculation velocity in the analysis. He reports better
correlation with experimental data than the single
control volume analysis of Childs and Scharrer
(1986a). Nordmann and Weiser (1990) used a three
control volume technique similar to thd two control
volume method. In this case the control volume
within the jet flow was subdivided into two regions:
the region above the labyrinth chamber and the
region above the labyrinth fin.
Most of the computational fluid dynamic
analysis of labyrinth seals has been in conjunction
with bulk flow models. Jenny. used a 3-D finite
difference model to help in the development of his
bulk flow model. Scharrer (1988) used results of the
simulation of compressible flow in a single labyrinth cavity to develop his recirculation model.
Nordmann and Weiser (1988) used a 3-15) finite
difference method to calculate the dynamic coefficients of seals for a centered shaft.
The first extensive experimental investigation of
the destabilizing force caused by a labyrinth seal
was performed by Benckert and Wachter (1980).
The seals were tested for two distinct cases: no seal
rotation but with fluid prerotation, and seal
rotation but with no fluid prerotation. The static
stiffness coefficients and cross-coupled force were
presented. These experiments showed that the
circumferential velocity is the origin of the crosscoupled stiffness and, therefore, an important
parameter in modeling.
Childs and Scharrer (1986b) performed tests of
teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-stator seals for 16 teeth
seals. This is the first testing in which direct
damping coefficients were obtained. The rotor
speed and pressure drops are consistent with those
used in industrial machinery. Childs and Scharrer
(1988) extended their earlier experiments and
performed tests of the same seals but for speeds
up to 16 000 rpm. The increased speed is important
since it shows a speed dependency of the crosscoupled stiffness which was not apparent at lower
speeds. The published data for these experiments
are well-documented.
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For this effort a single control volume analysis
was developed to calculate the leakage properties
and stiffness and damping coefficients of straightthrough labyrinths for both teeth-on-rotor and
teeth-on-stator configurations as well as interlocking configurations. One purpose of this paper
is to compare the dynamic coefficients calculated
by the method to the data published by Childs and
Scharrer (1988) in order to assess the accuracy of
the model. Second, for this paper several techniques are applied to alleviate stability problems
on iterative methods and matrix inversion illconditions often encountered for these geometries.
Third, in an effort to more accurately model the
flow characteristics within the seal and obtain
better predictions of the dynamic coefficients, a
tangential momentum parameter is implemented.
Fourth, a unique and improved method of calculating the flow rate is presented and parametric
studies on the effect of mass flow calculations on
dynamic coefficients are performed to determine
the reasonableness of using existing techniques for
approximating mass flow rate.

THEORY
The solution technique consists in deriving the
continuity and momentum equations for each
labyrinth cavity representing a single control
volume similar to that performed by Childs and
Scharrer (1986a). A leakage model is used to
account for the axial leakage from one chamber
to the next. The resulting set of partial differential
equations is linearized using a perturbation
analysis for small motion about a centered position. The zeroth order equations are solved for the
pressure and velocity in each cavity. The temporal
and spatial derivatives in the first order equations
are eliminated by assuming an elliptical shaft orbit
and resulting responses for the pressure and
velocity oscillations. The resulting set of linear
algebraic equations is solved for the pressure and
velocity perturbations about the circumference.
The dynamic coefficients are determined by integrating the pressure perturbations around and
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along the shaft. Details of the method can be found
in Williams (1992).
The three dimensional flow in a labyrinth seal is
very complex. In order to create a set of tractable
equations which describe the flow, simplifying
assumptions must be made: (1) The circumferentia!
velocity and pressure within a labyrinth chamber
are constant in the axial direction and iare functions
of angular position only in the perturbed case. (2)
The temperature within each seal cavity is
constant. (3) The gas is assumed to be ideal. (4)
Pressure variations within a cavity are negligible
relative to the pressure difference across a seal
tooth. (5) The eccentricity of the rotor is small
relative to the radial seal clearance. (6) The acoustic
resonance frequency of a cavity is much higher
than that of the rotational frequency. (7) The axial
component of velocity is negligible for the determination of the circumferential shear stress. (8) The
shear stress contribution to the stiffness and
damping coefficients is negligible.
A set of equations can be developed which
approximately describes the flow within a labyrinth
seal. Principles of conservation of mass and
conservation of circumferential momentum are
applied to each labyrinth chamber which serves
as a control volume as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for a
teeth-on-rotor labyrinth. The resulting continuity
equation is as follows"

0

Oi (piAi) +

0

-ss- (piViAi) + rhi+,

rhi

0,

where A; is the transverse surface area and
//i and F]//i+I are axial mass flow rates per circumferential length entering and exiting the chamber. The
resulting circumferential momentum equation is:

O(piViAi) 10(pVZiAi)
-+-/i+1 Vi
Ot
R O0
A OP
7siasiLi,
O0 + 7-riariLi-
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where, for example, for teeth-on-stator, ari-l,
asi--(2Bi+Li)/Li. Childs and Scharrer (1986a)
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FIGURE 3 3-D view cavity control volume.
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modeled the shear stress in the labyrinth chamber
as turbulent flow in a smooth pipe. The typical
resulting equation for rotor shear stresses is
Tri

Pi

(Rw

Vi)2no [’Rsw

(

1

VilDhi)

m

(3)

sgn(Rs- Vi),

where Dhi is the hydraulic diameter. The constants
m0 and no are given for turbulent flow between
smooth annular surfaces as m0---0.25 and
n0 0.079.
In order to solve these equations, a perturbation
analysis is performed with the eccentricity ratio
=e/Cr serving as the perturbation parameter.
Perturbation variables consist of a static component (zeroth order) denoted by the superscript 0 and a varying component (first order)
denoted by the superscript 1. For example,
V].
Pi Pi + EP] and V
These variables are used with the above equations and like orders of the perturbation parameter
(0, ) are grouped. The zeroth order equation
(0) determines the circumferential velocity and
pressure distribution for a centered position along
the length of the seal. In the centered case, pressure
and velocity are constant within a given chamber
and vary only from chamber to chamber. The
zeroth order equation also defines the mass

V.t

-
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flow leakage rate. The first order equation (e 1)
determines the pressure and velocity perturbations
resulting from the eccentricity of the rotor. In the
eccentric case, the velocity and pressure perturbations are not constant within a given chamber but
are functions of circumferential position (0) and
time. These pressure fluctuations are responsible
for the forces applied to the rotor by the seal.
The zeroth order leakage rate is therefore
determined as discussed below and the zeroth order
pressure distribution is found in conjunction with
this leakage calculation. The zeroth order circumferential momentum equation is:

/4"/(g? g?_l)

(-rari- "rsasi)Li.

c are:

oe]

oqg]

Xli--- Av X2i---Av X3i---Jr- X4iV] Av 5iV_l
X6i P

-}-

X7 PL1 -Jr- X8iP]+

Y

-c

C]
(7)

For the assumed elliptical orbit, the rotor displacements and velocities can be written and one
can also find the dynamic forces of similar form.
The X and Y force components can be found
byintegrating the pressure around the seal and
the dynamic coefficients can be determined from
the forces. Using the perturbation analysis leads
to the grouping of like terms and yields the final
solutions to the stiffness and damping coefficients.

og

Gli- -+- G2i-- -Jr- G3i---- q- G4i + GsiPi
+ G6iP]_l +G7iPil- GsiH] + G9i+ GlOi,

-}-

require the use of axial velocity as a variable as
shown by Williams (1992); the matrices resulting
from this formulation were always well conditioned. The spatial and temporal derivatives are
eliminated by assuming a synchronous elliptical
orbit for the rotor and similar pressure and
velocity fluctuations. Substitution and grouping
like terms of sines and cosines leads to a set of
eight linear simultaneous equations for each
cavity. The equations can be solved for pressure
and velocity perturbations caused by the eccentricity of the rotor. Once the pressure fluctuations
are known, the rotordynamic coefficients of the
following form can be calculated:

(4)

With the mass flow rate determined, the only
unknowns in this equation are the shear stresses
and circumferential velocity. Since the shear
stresses are functions of circumferential velocity
and known variables only, the above equation can
be solved by an iterative technique for the
circumferential velocity in each chamber if the
circumferential velocity at the entrance of the seal
is specified.
The first order continuity and momentum
equations resulting from grouping coefficients of

ON]
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X9i H]

(6)

The coefficients G; and Xi in the above equations
are either constants or zeroth order variables.
Perturbation equations for these seals often lead to
near singular matrices. To avoid such singularities
the perturbation equations were formulated based
on an expression for mass flow rate which did not

IMPLEMENTATION OF METHOD

In order to implement the theory, the mass flow
rate through the seal must be determined for the
zeroth order. The amount of leakage is of
importance for reasons other than those
concerning dynamic coefficients and a considerable
amount of work has been published on leakage
flow calculation.
The leakage through a labyrinth seal is typically
modeled as an adiabatic throttling process. A
pressure drop takes place in each of the annular
spaces as a result of an assumed isentropic
expansion. The velocity resulting from this expansion is completely lost in the following chamber for
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an ideal labyrinth. For straight-through labyrinths
typically used in industry, a portion of the kinetic
energy associated with each stage is carried over
into the next stage.
The method treats one restriction at a time and
does not give an overall equation for leakage flow.
This local approach accounts for different geometries for each restriction and includes the
velocity carry-over from one restriction to the next.
The leakage can be determined through an iterative
process by linking together the pressure losses due
to each restriction to determine a total pressure
loss. This approach also allows for a more realistic
assessment of choked flow. Details of.the method
can be found in Williams (1992) and is more
accurate than that used by others in that a closed
form equation with restricting assumptions is not
used to calculate the mass flow rate of the entire

seal.
According to Benvenuti et al. (1980), the mass
flow rate crossing the ith throttling is given by

for subsonic speeds, and the speed of sound is
reached in the ith throttling chamber when

ri<

2

7+

2,
+ (7-1)Wi
27RTi-1

where the axial velocity is defined as
[/Vi_|--

MiRTi-2
Kfi_lPi_2rl/Td

Based on the calculated mass flow rate, the
pressure ratio across each throttling can be found.
The procedure, as depicted graphically in Fig. 4, is
as follows.
First an initial guess for mass flow rate based on
Vermes (1961) method is obtained. Then using
this mass flow rate, the pressure drop is calculated for each restriction and a seal exit pressure
is determined. If this pressure matches (within

some reasonable tolerance) the specified exit
pressure then the mass flow rate and pressure
distribution are determined. If the exit pressure
does not match, then the mass flow rate is adjusted
accordingly and the process is repeated until the
correct exit pressure is obtained.
In addition to the zeroth order mass flow rate
and pressure distribution, the coefficients Gi and X,.
in the first order continuity and momentum
equations are needed to determine the rotordynamic coefficients. Once these G;’s and X;’s are
determined, a system of equations may be developed and solved. The solution of this system of
equations leads directly to the rotordynamic
coefficients. The equations are in matrix form
and formulated by substitution of the perturbation
variables and grouping like orders of c.
In the perturbation of mass flow rate, the
expression given by Neumann (1964) is employed:

rhi

#li#2Hily

(9)

RT

where Neumann assumed an isothermal case.
While the isothermal assumption may not be
completely accurate, this expression allows the
perturbation of mass flow rate without introducing
the axial velocity as an additional perturbation
variable. This expression is employed by Iwatsubo
(1980) and Childs and Scharrer (1986a), in their
single control volume analyses. In this case it is
used only for the perturbation of mass flow rate
and not the actual calculation of mass flow. In the
continuity equation /4/i+ --F///i is determined by
using the following simplification suggested by
Childs and Scharrer (1986a):

(10)

2rh0
Using the above relation:
mi+l

rhi

2 2
/2/-/

2rhORT

[#2i+, (p Pi2+l)
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(1)
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FIGURE 4 Iteration method for finding mass flow rate.

and substituting P- Pi + eP) leads to the determination of the unknown coefficients.

EFFECT OF MASS FLOW CALCULATION
ON DYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

A parametric study of the effect of mass flow rate
on dynamic coefficients was performed. The
dynamic coefficients are determined based on the
calculated mass flow rate (nominal) and mass flow
rates of 50%, 90%, 110%, and 200% of the
nominal value for various operating conditions.
The results give an indication of the sensitivity of
dynamic coefficients to mass flow rate. Because of
its importance in rotordynamic analysis, particular
attention is paid to cross-coupled stiffness. Conditions for these cases are presented in Table I and
replicate some of the parameters of Childs and
Scharrer (1988).

TABLE

Operating conditions for example case

Operating Conditions
Inlet Pressure
Exit Pressure
Inlet Temperature

300000 N/m
94300 N/m
283.15K

Fluid Properties

Type of Gas
Specific Heat Ratio
Gas Constant
Seal Geometry
Number of Teeth
Radius of Shaft
Zeroth Order Clearance
Pitch of Seal Strips
Height of Seal Strip
Tooth-Tip Width
Location of Teeth

Air
1.40

287 J/kg-K
16
0.0756 m
0.00033 m
0.003175m
0.003175m
0.0001524m

STATOR

Typical results of a parametric study for crosscoupled stiffness are shown in Fig. 5. This and
other figures show that calculations based on mass
flow rates of 50% and 200% of the nominal mass
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FIGURE 5 Effect of mass flow rate on cross coupled stiffness.

FIGURE 6 Effect of mass flow rate on principal stiffness.

flOW rate lead to cross-coupled stiffness values
which are significantly different from the values
obtained with the nominal mass flow rate. For high
preswirl and teeth-on-rotor configurations, the
differences become less pronounced with
increasing speed while for the other operating
conditions the differences increase with speed.
The figures also show that, while a large variance
in mass flow rate (50% and 200%) from the
nominal values leads to a large variance in crosscoupled stiffness, a small difference in mass flow
rate does not significantly alter the calculated
values for cross-coupled stiffness. The results of
this analysis indicates that small differences (10%
or less) between actual and calculated mass flow
rates should not detract significantly from the
accuracy of the cross-coupled stiffness calculation.
A similar parametric analysis was performed for
principal stiffness for the above case and is
presented in Fig. 6. The figure shows that principal
stiffness is fairly insensitive to mass flow rate. The
sensitivity increases with rotor speed with differences in principal stiffness of approximately 40%
at the highest speed for large variances from the
nominal mass flow rate (50% and 200% cases).
The analysis indicates that small differences

between calculated and actual mass flow rates
should not significantly affect the principal stiffness calculation while more significant differences
in the mass flow rate could somewhat affect the
stiffness calculation.

COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In order to assess the applicability of using the
present analysis as a design tool, predicted values
for rotordynamic coefficients are compared to
experimental data.
A typical comparison to the data of Benckert
and Wachter (1980) and predictions of Childs and
Scharrer (1986a) is given in Fig. 7. Dimensionless
cross-coupled stiffness is plotted against dimensionless input circumferential velocity (preswirl)
and definitions of dimensionless parameters are
given in Benckert and Wachter (1980). The
calculated values show a good correlation with
the experimental data and better agreement than
the predictions from Childs and Scharrer (1986a).
A linear increase in dimensionless cross-coupled
stiffness with increase in dimensionless preswirl is
shown.
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FIGURE 8 Comparison of predicted cross coupled stiffness
to data of Childs and Scharrer (1988).

A typical comparison to experimental data of
calculated cross-coupled stiffness versus circumferential velocity ratio is given in Fig. 8. Comparisons
are made for low and high rotor speeds. The
calculated values show that cross-coupled stiffness
increases linearly with circumferential velocity
ratio for both low and high rotational speeds.
These trends were seen for both teeth-on-rotor and
teeth-on-stator labyrinths. The experimental data
of Childs and Scharrer (1988) corroborate these
trends with good correlation in most cases studied.
Since a small variation in circumferential velocity ratio leads to a large variation in cross-coupled
stiffness, accurate measurement of this parameter
is important for the above comparisons. The
circumferential velocity was calculated as described
in Childs and Scharrer (1988) based on the angle of
the inlet guide vanes and the mass flow rate.
Unfortunately, no error estimates are given for
the measurement of this parameter. Slight differences in actual and measured circumferential
velocities could cause large differences in crosscoupled stiffness; therefore, differences between

calculated and measured values can be partially
attributed to uncertainty in the test conditions in
addition to the approximations inherent in the
method.
A typical comparison to experimental data of
calculated cross-coupled stiffness versus rotor
speed is given in Fig. 9 for teeth on the stator.
Experimental results show slightly decreasing stiffness with increasing speed. Theoretical results
show increasing stiffness with increasing speed.
The trends of experimental data and calculated values are dissimilar. Furthermore, as with
the cross-coupled stiffness versus circumferential
velocity plot, the actual values of cross-coupled
stiffness differ. The discrepancies can be attributed
to the reasons discussed above.
Typical principal stiffness comparisons are made
with the data of Childs and Scharrer (1988). A
comparison to experimental data of calculated
principal stiffness versus rotor speed is given in
Fig. 10. The calculations show a sharp decrease
of stiffness with increasing speed while the
experimental data show fairly constant values. This
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of predicted cross coupled stiffness
to data of Childs and Scharrer (1988).

same trend of sharp decrease in stiffness with speed
is also predicted by Childs and Scharrer’s analytical
method. In addition to poor correlation with
trends, the actual calculated values of principal
stiffness generally differ significantly from the
experimental values.
A typical comparison to Childs and Scharrer’s
experimental data of calculated principal damping
versus inlet circumferential velocity ratio is given in
Fig. 11. For low speeds, calculated values are
positive with a slight increase in damping with
increasing preswirl for positive preswirls and a
slight increase in damping with decreasing preswirl
for negative preswirls. For high speeds, calculated
values show an increase in damping with increasing
circumferential velocity ratio. Measured values
show the same trend as calculated for low speeds.
For high speeds, the experimental data do not show
as consistent trends with respect to circumferential
velocity ratio. As with the principal stiffness, a
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FIGURE 10 Comparison of predicted principal stiffness to
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FIGURE 11 Comparison of predicted principal damping to
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large offset exists between the actual predicted and
experimental values.
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Through a CFD investigation, Jenny (1980) developed the following relationship to describe the
momentum imparted by the leakage flow to the
tangential flow on passage through the labyrinth
chamber:
16 Teeth on Stator

mkj (Vin/

) rh(Vin7 Vouti).

3,08 bar

(12)

Jenny’s tangential momentum parameter, kj, was
determined to be approximately 0.15 for teeth-onstator seals, 0.35 for teeth-on-rotor seals, and 0.90
for interlocking seals. Almost complete mixing
occurs with interlocking seals and the mean
circumferential velocity is approximately equal to
the exit circumferential velocity. This expression
may be used without modification in the zeroth
order circumferential momentum equation. For
the first order circumferential momentum equation
the terms (V- VI)and (V/ V/_l) occur and
are used in the approximation of the circumferential momentum crossing the boundaries of the
labyrinth chamber. The above theory is implemented by replacing (Vi- Vi-1) in the circumferential momentum equation with the appropriate
form of Jenny’s tangential momentum parameter.
These modifications lead to a revised form for the
perturbation coefficients.
The effect of incorporating these tangential
momentum parameters is illustrated by comparing
the dynamic coefficients calculated with and
without the tangential momentum parameters to
experimental data with an emphasis on crosscoupled stiffness. Cross-coupled stiffness predicted
with and without incorporation of the tangential
momentum parameters is plotted along with
experimental data. Fig. 12 shows typical crosscoupled stiffness versus inlet circumferential velocity ratio. The use of the tangential parameters
(denoted by "+ TMP" on the plot) results in the

-150
-3

-2

-1

0

2

3

Inlet Circumferential Velocity Ratio

FIGURE 12 Effect of tangential momentum parameter on
cross coupled stiffness.

same trends as without their use and does not lead
to better correlation with experimental data. For
low speeds, the use of the tangential parameters
actually makes the comparison to experimental
data worse. Based on these representative results, it
does not appear that the use of the tangential
momentum parameters, as implemented improves
the prediction of cross-coupled stiffness.

CONCLUSIONS

A modified Iwatsubo method for the calculation of
rotordynamic coefficients for labyrinth gas seals
was implemented. The mass flow rate calculation
makes use of a relation between mass flow rate
through a single annular orifice and the pressure
drop across the orifice. An iteration on mass flow
rate is performed until the sum of pressure drops
due to all orifices matches the specified pressure
drop across the seal. Perturbation equations for
these seals often lead to near singular matrices,
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which lead to unreasonable values for the rotordynamic coefficients. To avoid this problem the
perturbation equations were formulated based on
an expression for mass flow rate which did not
require the use of axial velocity as a variable. The
matrices resulting from this formulation were well
conditioned.
A parametric analysis on the effect of mass
flow rate calculation on dynamic coefficients was
performed. The results of this analysis show that,
for the cases tested, a small variation between the
calculated and experimental mass flow rates
should not significantly detract from the accuracy
of the dynamic coefficient calculation and that the
revised mass flow rate calculation is sufficiently
accurate.
Comparisons to experimental data of crosscoupled stiffness, principal stiffness, and principal
damping were performed to assess the reasonableness of using this analysis as a design tool.
The results of these comparisons show that, for
the most part, the trends of cross-coupled stiffness with most of the operating conditions tested
compare well with experimental data. The actual
values of cross-coupled stiffness were shown to be
accurate within about a factor of two. Better
correlation occurred in many cases. The comparisons to data suggest that the method is reasonable
for use as a design tool to predict the trends and
actual values of cross-coupled stiffness, the most
important seal parameter in rotordynamic
analyses. Trends and actual values for principal
stiffness and principal damping did not compare as
well with experimental data as did the crosscoupled stiffness. Principal stiffness and damping
terms are accurate only to about an order of
magnitude although correlation is better in many
cases.
In an attempt to achieve better correlation
with experimental data, tangential momentum
parameters were incorporated into the present
analysis. Unfortunately the use of these parameters
showed little effect on the dynamic coefficients
and in some cases made the comparisons to data
worse.

NOMENCLATURE

A

transverse area
dimensionless length upon which shear
acts on rotor
dimensionless length upon which shear
acts on stator
height of cavity

ar
as

B
C
c

Cr
Dh
e

F
Gi
H
K, Kxx
k, Kx

Kf
kj
L
rh

M
rn0,

P
r

Rs
R
T
V
W
X

Y
c

P
0
#,

no

principal damping
cross coupled damping
nominal radial seal clearance
hydraulic diameter
eccentricity
force
continuity perturbation coefficients
local radial clearance
principal stiffness
cross coupled stiffness
orifice flow coefficient
Jenny’s tangential momentum parameter
length of cavity
leakage mass flow rate
mass flow rate (Benevenuti)
empirical parameters for shear
pressure
pressure ratio
shaft radius
ideal gas constant
temperature
velocity
axial component of velocity
x position
momentum perturbation coefficients
y position
empirical constant
perturbation parameter, e/Cr
specific heat ratio
density
circumferential position
shear
empirical constants for mass flow
calculation
kinematic viscosity
rotor rotational speed

CALCULATION OF ROTOR DYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

Subscripts
ith chamber

Superscripts

0,1

order of component
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